Automating the weaning process with advanced closed-loop systems.
Limiting the duration of invasive ventilation is an important goal in caring for critically ill patients. Several clinical trials have shown that compared to traditional care, protocols can reduce the total duration of mechanical ventilation. Computerized or automated weaning has the potential to improve weaning, while decreasing associated workload, and to transfer best evidence into clinical practice by integrating closed-loop technology into protocols that can be operationalized continuously. In this article, we review the principles of automated systems, discuss automated systems that can be used during weaning, and examine the best-current evidence from randomized trials and observational studies supporting their use. We highlight three commercially available systems (Mandatory Minute Ventilation, Adaptive Support Ventilation and SmartCare) that can be used to automate the weaning process. We note advantages and disadvantages associated with individual weaning systems and differences among them. We discuss the potential role for automation in complimenting clinical acumen, reducing practice pattern variation and facilitating knowledge translation into clinical practice, and underscore the need for additional high quality investigations to evaluate automated weaning systems in different practice settings and diverse patient populations.